We propose a fast plate segmentation algorithm for automatic license plate recognition systems which is stable to plate rectangle localization inaccuracies and image brightness distortions. The algorithm uses a priori information about the geometry of standard plate types and additionally makes adjustments to symbols positions through localization errors estimation and correction. We introduce a plate localization error model and compute its optimal parameters using dynamic programming. We also suggest a modification of the algorithm for simultaneous segmentation and optimal type selection (from a known set of types). Experimental results are presented which show the efficiency of this approach.
INTRODUCTION
Most commonly (Du et al. 2013 ) plate recognition on an image is performed with the following stages: 1. License plate extraction -at this stage for each plate present on the source image a bounding quadrangle is searched and its inside area is transformed projectively to a rectangular view; 2. License plate segmentation -symbol regions detection and all symbols' images extraction; 3. Character recognition -obtaining each symbol value.
Segmentation algorithms are usually based on a priori knowledge of difference between symbols and background color. The first common method is connected components search on a binarized plate image (Uddin et al. 2016) . This approach has certain problems specific to our task. In particular, brightness and contrast distribution on the image region may be non-uniform because of shadows, partial overexposure, dirt on a plate. In this case, binarization errors will occur. This leads to connected components of symbols getting split and merged (see figure 1 as an example).
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Figure 1. Examples of Common Used Binarization Algorithms Operation
Another well-known approach (Xia and Liao 2011 ) is the sequential search of vertical and horizontal symbol borders by maximizing deviations of vertical/horizontal projections (or other brightness functions) of rows/columns corresponding to symbols and the background (see figure 2 as an example of implementation). This method is also non-robust to brightness distortion. The third wide-spread group of methods is based on symbols localization using a priori information about position and size of plate regions known from various state standards. These algorithms have low (O(1)) computational complexity and brightness distortion robustness. If several plate types should be recognized, such methods cannot be used without prior type selection.
In (Gao et al. 2007 ) plate type is chosen using information about font and background color. This approach, however, cannot be used for distinguishing types with same background and symbols colors but different geometry which is the case, for example, for standard plate types in Russia (figure 3). This group of methods also does not provide robustness to unavoidable inaccuracies of the preceding recognition stages which cause inaccurate plate rectangle localization. To tackle this problem a combined algorithm is used in (Paliy et al. 2004 ) which optimizes symbols localization result based on maximizing symbols and background brightness deviations described above. The algorithm utilizes information about plate geometry while checking various plate region shifts (see figure 6 ). However, increasing the accuracy of plate border shifts cannot compensate for localization imprecision caused by errors in determining plate rectangle border tilt angles.
A more complex distortion model is used in (Tian et al. 2015) which also considers various border tilt angles (assumed to be equal for the left and the right borders) as well as plate scales. The main disadvantage of an algorithm proposed in this paper is its high computational complexity because of the necessity to calculate image rotations for all possible tilt angles and to iterate through a large number of shifts and scales combinations. Besides, this model does not cover cases of non-equal borders rotations.
It is apparent that robustness to borders rotations can be reached by generalizing the above described approach on the case of projective plate rectangle distortions. That is, we should check all possible independent shifts for each rectangle vertex during optimal plate location search. This algorithm, however, would have unacceptable computational complexity due to a huge number of 4 vertices shifts combinations and a need to apply projective transform at each iteration to compensate distortions.
In this paper we propose a fast segmentation algorithm based on testing of various rectangle vertices shifts by approximating the localized number projective distortions with symbol rectangles shifts. We also suggest a generalization of this algorithm for automatic plate type selection from the set of alternatives determined by the recognition system requirements.
SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM FOR A FIXED TYPE
Let p i = [x i , y i , w i , h i ] be a plate region of the i-th symbol with coordinates of top-left corner x i , y i , width w i , and height h i . We will model plate distortions by changing symbol regions with the following limitations: 1. All plate symbols regions p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p n−1 can be shifted in-parallel on an arbitrary number of pixels
in vertical and horizontal axes. Symbol regions must not exceed image borders:
where W, H are image width and height. 2. Symbols are allowed to be shifted relatively to each other if the relative distance changes between the centers of adjacent symbols are limited by δ (method parameter);
where (Cx i , Cy i ) are the center coordinates of rectangle p i . 3. Symbol region size change is neglected.
Expressions (1)- (3) correspond to plate projective distortion approximation by shifts with a limited variance. Expression (1) limits number shift in the modeled localization inaccuracy, (2) limits the distortions set to a projective transform, (3) limits the aspect ration for the modeled inaccuracy. Optimal symbols location is chosen from the set of integer parameters of the described model satisfying conditions (1)- (3) ∆x, ∆y, ∆x i , ∆y i , ∀i ∈ [0, n − 1] and maximizing total brightness inside symbol regions
where I(x, y) is the brightness value for plate image pixel with coordinates x, y. It is assumed that symbols brightness for a given plate type is greater than background brightness. If this condition does not hold, the image I is inverted first (see figure 4 ).
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Despite the symbol regions limitation imposed by the chosen model, optimal location exhaust search is computationally difficult. Indeed, the number of possible arrangements increases exponentially with the number of symbols, and for each arrangement one has to sum brightness for all pixels inside symbol regions.
The summation complexity can be trivially reduced using the fact that each symbol region is a rectangle. Its sum is computed by O(1) by integrating the plate image
The expression (5) can be quickly computed by using the dynamic scheme
The pixel brightness sum inside any rectangle p = [x, y, w, h] will then be
Optimal parameters search can also be accelerated using the iterative calculation scheme (with the number of iterations N being the algorithm parameter). Each iteration is the search of optimal shifts ∆u, ∆u i with fixed ∆v, ∆v i , where u = x, v = y for even iterations and u = y, v = x for odd iterations. Optimal parameters ∆ u, ∆ u i computation at each step is performed using the dynamic time warping algorithm (DTW) (Vintsyuk 1968) . Fixed parameters ∆v, ∆v i values for the current iteration are set to the optimal values of the ∆ u, ∆ u i parameters obtained in the previous iteration. For the first iteration ∆v = ∆v i = 0.
For every possible shift U n−1 = ∆u + ∆u n−1 the algorithm's result is a sequence T (U n−1 ) of shifts [U 0 , U 1 , . . . U n−1 ], satisfying conditions (1)-(3) and maximizing the functional W (p n−1 ) with fixed ∆v, ∆v i , defined in (4). The algorithm for dynamic calculation of such states is described by the following scheme:
Note that in this scheme transition to each shift u i of the i-th symbol demands computing a maximum on a segment of a fixed length for a given i, what can be done in O(1) using the van Herk/Gil-Werman algorithm (Van Herk 1992).
We choose optimal set of parameters ∆ u, ∆ u i from the set of T (U n−1 ) such that the corresponding functional W (p n−1 ) is maximal.
In fig. 5 the convergence process of the described iterative scheme is shown.
The complexity of a single iteration of the suggested scheme is O(n · U), where U is the size (in pixels) of the image side along which finetuning is performed (i.e. W Therefore the total complexity of the suggested plate segmentation algorithm for a given type is O(|N · n · max(W, H)).
ALGORITHM MODIFICATION FOR AUTOMATIC TYPE SELECTION License Plates Description
In Russia several types of vehicle registration plates exist serving various purposes (figure 6). Each type has certain font and background colors, symbols location and size and a specific alphabet for each symbol. The alphabet consists of digits D = {0123456789} and the intersection of the cyrillic and latin alphabets L = {ABEKM HOP CT Y X} for all types except the diplomatic ones. For the diplomatic types, the alphabet A = {CDT } is used.
The segmentation algorithm described above needs a priori information about plate type. We will now describe the algorithm modification facilitating simultaneous type selection and optimal parameters of the plate distortion model search.
Proposed Algorithm
The proposed segmentation algorithm with type selection consists of two stages:
• Optimal symbol regions search for each number type from a known alternatives set T (figure 6) in accordance with the method described above;
• Plate type selection, for which the segmentation result from the previous step is optimal by some criterion which will be defined further.
Since the aggregate area inside symbol regions may vary from type to type, the total brightness maximized during the previous algorithm stage cannot be used as a type selection criterion. Using mean brightness for all pixels inside symbol regions instead of a sum is more sensible but also has a number of disadvantages. First, it is possible to select a type which has a smaller number of symbols than the correct one or a type with some symbol regions having smaller area and lying inside the ground truth regions.
Also during plate distortion model parameters computation for types where symbols and background brightness ratio does not correspond to the input plate image, symbol regions search is performed on the image with light background and dark symbols, hence the mean brightness might be high due to background pixels inside symbol regions. To tackle this kind of errors we need a criterion considering the brightness outside of symbol regions.
Let us consider that pixel brightness values in-and outside of symbol regions -are samples of independent normal random variables X 1 and X 2 with different expectations and equal variance, of sizes n 1 and n 2 resp. We will choose such a type for which the expectations equality hypothesis is rejected by the Student's t-test (Gosset 1908 ) with the smallest significance, i.e. the t-statistics (8) value is maximal. Taking into account all the above mentioned, the total complexity of the segmentation algorithm with simultaneous type selection is H) ), where |T | is the number of plate types in the selection set.
Note that the suggested algorithm can easily be accelerated by parallel calculations, because the optimal parameters of the plate distortion model are computed independently for each plate type.
Also note that plate type detection during the segmentation stage allows to reduce complexity and increase the quality of the next plate recognition stagesymbols recognition.
The background and symbols colors, as well as region size of each symbol extracted from information about plate type allow to unify input data for the algorithms used in symbol recognition. Also the information about a fixed alphabet for each symbol of the type (see fig. 6 ) is useful to symbol recognition algorithms allowing to prevent some of their errors.
The simultaneous optimal segmentation parameters computation for all plate types allows to use several alternatives in plate type selection for the subsequent operation stages where type selection can be performed more accurately. For example, recognition algorithms for previously segmented plate symbols (such as machine learning or template matching) usually have their own quality estimator for the symbols recognized, which can by utilized to check correctness for each of the alternatives found. In license plate recognition video systems the best alternative can be selected according to the motion model. Another algorithm's advantage is that it does not depend on the Russian plate types specifics and may be used for other countries (or sets of countries) with fixed plate types.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To research the proposed algorithm's efficiency we conducted several computational experiments on its accuracy estimation using a set of vehicles and their plates images (8153 samples) with previously corrected radial distortion (Kunina et al. 2016 (Kunina et al. , 2017 . Some images of the set may contain more than one plate while the others may contain none (see figure 8) .
We now introduce a metric for segmentation and plate type selection algorithm accuracy assessment.
Since the segmentation and plate type detection algorithm is based on optimal shifts search for each symbol region, it seems reasonable to estimate its accuracy by the distance between the centers of the detected and ground truth symbol regions. We will use the following functional to estimate the algorithm's quality:
where t is the ground truth plate type, t is the algorithm detected type, n is the number of symbols on a plate, S i is the quality functional of i-th symbol center detection Figure 8 . Samples of the Marked Testdata (assuming correctly found plate type), defined as
where C i and C i are center coordinates of the detected by algorithm and true symbol rectangles resp., P ( p i ) is the ground truth rectangle p i perimeter, ||a, b|| 2 is the Euclidean distance between points a and b coordinates. Also we will use the plate type detection quality functional Q type defined as
We will also estimate how accurately the suggested plate distortion model approximates the true projective transform (generated by plate rectangle vertices shift relatively to its true position). Let us introduce approximation accuracy Q approx as the maximal among all plate symbols relative distance between the coordinates of true and detected symbol rectangle vertices.
where A i is accuracy estimation for symbol region detection for the i-th plate symbol, defined as:
where c are the four rectangle vertices coordinates in the source image p i coordinate system ( c being ground truth coordinates, c -coordinates found by the algorithm).
To research the algorithm's robustness to plate localization imprecision we conducted several computational experiments (table 1) .
We compared quality metrics Q type (11), Q shif t (9), Q approx (12) of the suggested algorithm with the algorithm similar to (Paliy et al. 2004) , which optimizes the same quality functional (4) with the shift numer plate distortion model, i.e. (1)- (3), where in (2) ∆x i = ∆y i = 0, ∀i.
The experiment (1) demonstrates the algorithm's performance quality for a precisely localized plate rectangle (ground truth). Experiments 2-5 were conducted with the ground truth rectangle vertices distortion with normal random values with zero expectation and σ 2 variance shown in table 1. The dependence of mean approximation accuracy values Q approx on σ for both models is shown in figure 9 .
Also, to estimate the algorithm's performance in real conditions, it was implemented as a symbol segmentation and type selection module of the automatic license plate recognition system for images (MARINA) developed by our team (http://visillect.com/en/alpr) (experiment 6). The segmentation module in this system uses the results of a prior plate rectangle localization. The localization accuracy estimation (computed similarly to (13)) in this system is 94.2%. The figure 10 demonstrates the algorithm results for various σ values. The figure 11 shows algorithm operation examples in MARINA system.
According to experimental results, the proposed model demonstrates greater robustness to plate localization errors in comparison with the shift distortion model while having equal computational complexity. For σ ≤ 0.005 the shift distortion model shows higher accuracy than the proposed one. However, with σ reaching 0.02, Q approx decreases 4.7 times and Q type drops 9.2 times for the shift distortion model whereas for the proposed model these numbers are 2.5 and 4.9 respectively. Moreover, our algorithm shows better accuracy by 13% for σ = 0.01, by 34% for σ = 0.02, and It may be inferred from the results, that the proposed model does not guarantee a precise approximation of the actual projective transform of the plate since Q approx < Q shif t . This is due to to the restriction of symbol region resizing imposed by the model. However, the shift computation accuracy is usually more important than that of rotation and scale computation. In fact, segmentation results are used for character recognition, commonly solved with machine learning algorithms which can be trained to be robust to scaling and rotation. For example, with segmentation quality of 84% for plates with the correct type selected, a rate of successfully recognized plates is 97.7% (a fullyconnected artificial neural network is used). As a further research, the model parameters might be approximated by projective distortion parameters in order to find more precise coordinates of symbol regions' corners.
In addition, a comparison with a well-known commercially available OCR engine ABBYY FineReader 14 (https://www.abbyy.com/finereader) was made. Since it does not consider plate types, a simplified functional Q length was used for quality measurement:
where n is a number of characters acquired by an algorithm, excluding whitespaces, n is a ground truth number of characters. The mean Q length value of 98% for proposed method on a subset of 247 marked samples was achieved, but it made only 33% for ABBYY FineReader 14 with all undesirable characters forbidden. The results show that ABBYY FineReader solution is inapplicable to the plate recognition without significant adaptation and it is reasonable to develop specific approaches like the proposed one. The subset of 949 samples with Q type = 96%, Q shif t = 86%, Q approx = 85.8% on marked data for the proposed algorithm is available on ftp://vis.iitp.ru/license_plates.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a fast algorithm for plate segmentation based on information about plate type. The complexity of the algorithm linearly depends on image size. The algorithm is robust to plate quadrangle's localization errors and brightness distortions. High performance is achieved through approximation of quadrangle corners localization errors with a set of symbol regions shifts. We also propose an algorithm for plate type selection that allows to generalize the segmentation method for the case of multiple plate types. We provide experimental results demonstrating that our approach is more robust to plate localization errors in comparison with the known method which estimates the shift of the whole plate region.
